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Lamb Finishing Systems for the Monaro
show promise and profitability….
The Monaro is traditionally a wool growing and
breeding region, though MFS member surveys
indicate meat production enterprises have increased
from 20% to 50% of farm enterprise over the last six
years. Cold winter temperatures and limited area of
high quality pastures, has meant many producers
sell crossbred lambs as stores rather than reaching
slaughter weights and fat scores. MFS has recently
invested in GrassGro modelling work which has
quantified the relative profitability ($/ha) of retaining
store cross bred lambs on three pasture systems
(phalaris/subclover, lucerne, brassica) and in all
cases retaining lambs appreciably increased
farm profitability.
On average, for MFS membership, the meat sheep
enterprise contributes approximately 25% (625ha) to
the total farm production area (average farm size
2500 ha). The modelled base system was turning
off lambs as stores by the end of December each
year at an average lamb sale weight of 29kg and a
total enterprise GM of $161/ha.
Modelling of the finishing systems has indicated that
total enterprise GM’s of $236/ha (phalaris / sub
clover), $266/ha (lucerne) and $495/ha (brassica)
are achievable. While ewe numbers had to be
decreased to allow for the finishing area, high lamb
sale weights more than compensated for this.
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This suggests potential economic gains per average
farm business above the traditional base system can
be estimated at the following;
 $75/ha equating to annual income increase
per farm of $46,875 (phalaris / subclover
pasture)
 $105/ha equating to annual income increase
per farm of $65,625 (lucerne)
 $334/ha equating to annual income increase
per farm of $208,750 (brassica)
Now pasture/animal trials are needed to validate the
modelling results and to ground truth paddock
situations across the variable climate and soil types
of the Monaro. In particular there is concern
modelling underestimates lucerne production and
overestimates the brassica. MFS has applied
through the MLA Producer Demonstration Site
program for $56,500 over three years to measure
lamb growth rates and economic gross margins on
six different finishing pastures (brassica X 2,
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improved pastures (sub clover and grass based),
lucerne and plantain. MFS have been notified we
are on the shortlist. Successful applications will be
announced on the 9th of December 2016.

Balansa Bolta – autumn sown

MFS Legume Trial - Bombala
Kyleston Site
A plot assessment in July 2016 showed stand outs
in terms of re-establishment counts in the 2015
spring sown plots to be santorini yellow serradella
and in the 2016 summer sown plots to be arrow leaf
clover and margurita French serradella. Counts
for the Autumn sown plots (2016) have been
conducted by Doug Alcock and results will be
forwarded shortly. Again, the margarita French
serradella is showing superior biomass production.
The legume nodulation survey is nearly completed
with 55 sites sampled across the Monaro. Sites
ranged from Adaminaby to Delegate and included
both native and improved pastures in three age
categories (prior to 1994, 1994 to 2006, from 2006
onwards). Sites were sampled by Doug Alcock, Jo
Powells (LLS) and Nancy Spoljaric.
Legume samples were scored for nodulation
frequency as well as sent to a Western Australian
laboratory for “typing” the strain of rhizobia. Jo
Powells will be giving a preliminary update of
results at the Soils Club field day on the 1st of
December 2016.

Margurita French Serradella - autumn sown
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Visually there was a significant amount of variation in
nodulation scores across the region as well as in
nodulation health, activity and size. It was very
apparent the relationship between pasture competition
and amount of legume present with legume species
struggling to establish large populations in perennial
grass dominated pastures ie. rye, cocksfoot.
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WHATS BEEN GOING ON




360 soil samples were recently submitted to Incitec
as part of the MFS Soils Club 2016 bulk
submission. This is 60 samples up from 2015
when 303 samples were submitted. This year the
local agronomists (Landmark, Elders, Cooma
Rural, LLS, Stuart Burge, Andrew Rolfe) were
offered a credit of $1500 to encourage greater
uptake of soil testing among their clients and help
consolidate the profile of soil fertility across the
Monaro. Individual results will be emailed out within
the next couple of weeks and the MFS Soils Club
district analysis session will be held on the 1st
of December 2016.
MFS in collaboration with NSW DPI held a Farm
Transition Forum in Cooma on the 12th of
August. This was a follow up forum offering more
specific, tailored advice in the areas of leasing,
share-farming, equity agreements and transitional
exits from the farming industry. It also aimed to
offer advice on opportunities for young aspiring
family farmers to get a foot hold in an industry
looking for new investment and innovation, but also
limited by scarcity of land and high prices. The day
was a success with approximately 30 landholders
attending and a panel of 10 expert professionals.



MFS under the guidance of Australian Merino Sire
Evaluation Association are planning a Merino sire
evaluation for the Monaro to start in 2017. It is
hoped there will be 12 sires represented with 2
linked sires and will continue a focus on wool
genetics and foster networking and wool Industry
discussion in the district.



The first benchmarking presentation was given by
Sandy McEachern, Holmes & Sackett at the MFS
Field Day on the 13th of September in Nimmitabel.
This was followed up by a closed group only
session at Owen and Andrew Smiths property
“Glenfinnan” on the 2nd of November. At the group
session, the Glenfinnan business was given a
“health check” in terms of production system
efficiencies, infrastructure, equity levels & capital
expenditure. The session also discussed
comparisons in performance between the 15 farm
businesses involved and looked at the
opportunities for individual businesses using three
years of consistent data. Some notes to come
out of this session included;
 Labour efficiency has flat lined in the wool
industry compared with the cropping and cattle
industries.
 The more enterprises you run, the less labour
efficient you will be.
 important to watch both Profit ($/DSE) & Profit
($/ha/100mm).
 Cost structures and pasture production systems
should be the number one priority.
 There is a lot of merit in simplifying where you
can and focussing on your core business.
 Focus efforts on sheep that are lower risk and
those most likely to reproduce efficiently.
 Important not to have a “fixed system” but one
that can respond tactically to seasonal and
market signals.
 Weaning rate and flock fertility is not a key profit
driver.
 In the H&S data base, the most profitable prime
lamb producer over the long term had a lambing
percentage of 118%.
 No indication in benchmarking figures of a “pure
breed” benefit ie. Angus cattle. Significant
productivity gains achievable through hybrid
vigour as long as base genetics are good quality
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Enterprise Profitability over the last three years

Benchmarking Group average performance versus top five performers for the year 15/16
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Notes to help understand the soil moisture probe graphs
Phil Graham will be explaining this at the upcoming Soils Club Field day on the 1st of December. The four
probes across the Monaro are located in the districts of Adaminaby, Bungarby, Bombala and Delegate. A
website is being developed which will house all the probes across the Southern Tablelands including the four
on the Monaro. Bi-annual reports will be delivered by LLS giving outlooks at each site at strategic times of
the year. Members will be able to log-in at any time to look at soil moisture profiles and plant water
availability. MFS will be incorporating the soil moisture data at each location into a Grassgro® farm system to
use in our seasonal outlooks.











Web address http://intelliweb.mait.com.au
Usename: MFS
Password: cropsol
This site still needs development work to improve the presentation.
On the regional map select a site
At each site you can look at “moisture”, “soil temp” or “rain”. Select and click on a button. On each screen
there is a “back” button in the top left which you always use to move back to the main screen.
Select “soil temp” the first time you look at the data as it has the best layout. There are 6 sensors at 10 cm; 20
cm, 40 cm, 60 cm, 80 cm, 100 cm, and the colour of the lines match the writing on the RHS of the graph. The
data is in degrees centigrade, so the graph shows how the temperature has changed over the time, which is
displayed at the bottom of the graph. The scale on the LHS of the graph at this stage is meaningless (same
on the moisture graph). Below the graph there are numbers showing depth, date and time, and soil
temperature in degrees C. So you can get the absolute degrees from this table. The sensors send data every
hour, so these numbers change during the day. As expected the 10cm sensor has the biggest daily range.
On the RHS of the screen in blue writing is “tabulated data”, Click and this will display all the data collected
for the whole period (each day has 24 data points). In the “start date” box type in 25/02/2016 and Click “go”.
From the left you have date and time, then the 6 column of sensor data, with the degree C listed. At the
Maffra site the highest temperature on the 24/2 was 25.6 C at 10 cm and a stable 17 C at 100 cm. Click on
“latest record” to get the last day of data, on the 13/07 the 100cm sensor was at 10.2 C. Use “back” to access
map screen.
The “tabulated data” works on all 3 screens giving you moisture, temperature or mm of rainfall data.
Select “rain” on the map screen. Ignore the battery data. You can get the rainfall data for the last day, last
week or last month by selecting the period from the drop down box. Remember you can access all rainfall
data from the “tabulated data” button on the RHS. It takes a while because of the 24 data points per day.
This does show us the intensity of rainfall events.
Select “moisture”. The same style of graph appears as the soil temp. Ignore the 3 colour across the screen (at
this stage). The rainfall events are the green bars at the bottom with the 24 hrs total in mm. Look at the key to
the right of the graph (it has the sensor depths in different colours) above the key is “select sum/avg” and
“hide summed”. You can group/sum a number of sensors together to reduce the number of lines that are on
the graph. The full number is 6 lines. By clicking “hide summed” all 6 lines should appear. Click “select
sum/avg” a box appears with each sensor and you click which sensors you want to sum. I combine the 80 and
100 cm (have ticks next to them) as they are not as critical. Click “OK’ and “cancel” you should now have 5
lines.
Remember the scale on the LHS is meaningless at present (development needed). From discussion with
members I think we have seen the driest stage of soil moisture about 6th March (this point was achieved a
number of times before June) and by mid-July we are waterlogged. So we have our available soil moisture
ranges which are important future reference points for us. Example below.
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At this stage the web site controls which lines are summed so you might have to click “hide summed” each
time you go in.

